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CEO’S  STATEMENT

The goal of Kumasi Hive is to improve the profitability of the

organization yearly through becoming the best cherished hub

in Ghana and Africa at large by both local and international

partners for projects consultancy and execution in technology

innovations and business development towards building a

sustainable Ghanaian economy. Looking back at the full fiscal

year, we began just as we planned, by collaborating to deliver

value and quality to our partners, we were on course for

achieving a clean success, growing relationships through

securing multiple projects and we were on track for one of the

best performance years in our firm’s history.

The year took an unexpected turn due to the COVID-19 global

pandemic which brought a world-wide economic recession.

The pandemic reality brought an entirely new set of

challenges, requiring an extremely agile response. Foreseeing

all the possible challenges likely to sprout out due to the

COVID-19 pandemic that will affect the operation of the

organization, we swiftly adjusted our purpose statement for

the year to be able to continue to stay on course in functioning

as an organization while other hubs were totally out of

operation due to social distancing and lockdown restriction.

We forthwith adopted and adhered to the COVID-19 pandemic

protocols to protect the lives of all our staff and stakeholders.
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We were the first among our peers to adopt a work-from-

home strategy and expanded our operations to work

remotely using the online work technology tools which

proved to be effective.

Throughout the year, we continued our commitment to

delivering the highest standards of quality for our partners

through implementing new online training programs and also

provided a support platform for startups with COVID-19

intervention innovations. Despite the many unexpected

challenges we faced together throughout the year with our

partners, we demonstrated our commitment in our new

purpose statement, by truly making business more personal

for our partners through collaboration, agility and care by

building trust into every result we delivered. Important

drivers behind this positive development were strong

commitment to operational improvement paired with a

strong focus on organizational profitability. Looking back

over the past months, I with great confidence say that the

year has been full of progress through a strategic focus and

our willingness to make difficult decisions. I can proudly say

that we are positioned for a future where we can meet all our

partners, sponsors and client’s needs in a possible global

pandemic occurrence. Thank you for your interest and trust

in us.
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Jorge Appiah
Chief Executive Officer

Kumasi Hive
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INTRODUCTION

Here at Kumasi Hive, it is believed that
"tough times make tough businesses and
leaders"

08

It is often said that “Tough leaders are
made for tough times”, yet here at Kumasi
Hive, it is believed that tough times make
tough businesses and leaders. The year
2020 started as a very promising one that
presented hope and a new dawn for the
organization. 

It was almost realized until the common
enemy that struck the entire world
appeared on the scene. Just like every
organization, Kumasi Hive had its fair share
of the cons of the COVID-19 pandemic in a
time when activities for the year had just
kicked off.
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IIn spite of this and other challenges, the

Hive never reneged on its effort to create

an environment for business support and

tech innovation in the Kumasi ecosystem

and beyond.Training activities and events

continued unabated even in the midst of the

locked down and other COVID-19

preventive restrictions that nearly crashed

many businesses in the country.As

mentioned earlier, many were the

consequences of the pandemic, however,

through resilience and commitment to the

vision, many gains were made as well.

This report is an overview of how the

organization has fared in the year 2020,

detailing the various activities, programs

and events carried out in the year, with

their resultant impacts and benefits to the

community, and the organization as well.It

further highlights the key challenges that

were encountered and the coping

mechanisms employed to sail through to

this end.It is purposely written to serve as a

source of information and inspiration for

the organization, its partners and the

community to draw insight for the future.
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Careables AT Kumasi is a part of Careables, a project created with a global team of health

innovators and makerspaces, funded by the EU Horizon2020 programme is being

implemented by a team of technical and administrative experts from Kumasi Hive. Through

GIG, the Global Innovation Gathering, an NGO and community of hubs, social innovators and

makers primarily from the global south, Kumasi Hive joined the programme.The Careables AT

Kumasi project seeks to empower people living with disabilities by removing the barrier of

the lack of assistive devices. This, in the long run, would improve the participation of people

living with disabilities in their communities; getting an education, having more job and career

prospects, and having their voices heard. The project was in 2 phases; training and co-

creation 2) manufacturing and incubation. The project commenced in July 2019 and ended in

December 2020. 

PROJECTS  AND  INITIATIVES

CAREABLES AT KUMASI1 .
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Over the year, 18 students have been trained. Since the surfacing of the COVID-19

pandemic and mandatory lockdown instilled by the government, trainees were engaged in

a virtual challenge where they designed an aid to assist people with arthritis to navigate

door knobs conveniently. Additionally, co-creation activities have led to design on a white

cane that is made to assist blind people manoeuvre around obstacles in their environment

with little to no help.Activities of the project included an exhibition at the Family Medicine

Directorate at the Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital (KATH) and during the Africa

Makerspace Gathering 2020 held virtually.

Careables, Family Medicine
Directorate (KATH) 

Africa Makerspace Network,
Department of Biomedical

Engineering (KNUST)
Department of disability

and rehabilitation (KNUST)

9 Male students
9 Female students White Cane

P A R T N E R S :
 

S T U D E N T S
T R A I N E D

A S S I S T I V E
T E C H N O L O G Y
P R O D U C E D :  

418 1
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The Girls in Biotech initiative by establishing clubs in senior high schools and universities

and providing a holistic training in Biotechnology, a platform was created to empower girls

and enhance their participation in the value chain of Biotechnology development in Africa.

The initial model of this project was to establish clubs in selected Senior High Schools and

Universities, which will provide a platform for capacity building and guidance for the

students to create bio-innovations. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a number of barriers

emerged and stunted the progress of this pilot model. As a result of this, the team outlined a

new model (Girls in Biotech Hybrid Program). It was implemented to achieve in part the goal

of the project.

12

2 . GIRLS IN BIOTECH
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The hybrid program was in two phases; 

1) A five-day intensive virtual training at two levels (Senior High School and Tertiary levels) 

2) A five-day bootcamp at the tertiary level. 

This five-day intensive virtual training and bootcamp for students provided them with a good

foundation and understanding of molecular biology concepts, laboratory techniques and soft

skills such as communication and writing, presentation and leadership skills. At the end of the

year, 80 girls have been trained through a virtual program and bootcamp. Key takeaways

from this program was the realization that girls across the country are willing to learn and be

committed to leading change. A continuous effort by the team and other interested people

should position us to be able run this program on a larger scale.

Impact

E S T A B L I S H E D
G I R L S  I N  B I O T E C H

C L U B S

T E R T A R Y  L A D I E S
T R A I N E D

P A R T N E R I N G
S C H O O L S

V I R T U A L
P R O G R A M S

C L U B  M E M B E R S

S E C O N D A R Y
S C H O O L  L A D I E S

T R A I N E D

4

48

4

2

40

32
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Creativity Group, a collaborative interdisciplinary faction that fosters innovation among

university undergraduate students by giving them the opportunity to optimize and translate

their study and thought knowledge to solve practical societal problems and also a business

startup from academic projects. They solve problems in their communities for sustainable

national development. Creativity Group at the beginning of the year doubled up in its

university chapters by partnering with four new institutions and now constituting Kwame

Nkrumah University and Technology (KNUST), University of Cape Coast (UCC), University of

Ghana-Legion, University of Energy and Natural Resources (UENR) and Kumasi Technical

University (KsTU), University of Mines and Technology (UMaT), University of Education

Winneba (UEW), Koforidua Technical University (KTU) and Ashesi University.

14

3 . CREATIVITY GROUP
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The Covid-19 pandemic had immense impact on the group and altered the annual strategic

planned activities scheduled for all the university chapters due to the untimely close down of

all universities, a directive by the government to help curb the fast spreading of the

coronavirus in schools. However, before the lockdown and closure of the universities,

Creativity Group chapters in all the universities were able to start some semester projects

and training before school closure and some of such trainings include, Introduction to

Arduino Programming and Software Simulation, Basic Electronics, how to connect and

simulate light dependent resistor using tinker CAD, how to work with Temperature and

Humidity Sensors, how to add library to Arduino IDE,  how to install Nodes, Web

Development and Java Programming among other training scope were covered during the

students limited stay in school.
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In Ghana both the Primary and Junior High School pupils see the General Science course as a

very challenging study course because of its diversity and branches which are biology,

physics, chemistry, and agriculture. Students are frequently expected to grasp all the

concepts from all these backgrounds and sometimes become overwhelmed due to limited

practical exposure and lots of theory to cram. However, basic education is meant to provide a

long-term experience of memorable impact that will prepare students to develop key skills

and competences including confidence, innovativeness, critical thinking, and self-awareness.

The Prac-Science Lab and Kids-Makers initiatives collaborated to bridge the gap in the all-

theoretical classroom method of teaching and learning of science through providing practical

and experimental science to satisfy the interest and curiosity of students at the basic level by

using low cost locally available materials to perform low-cost science laboratory

experiments.

16

4 .THE PRAC-SCIENCE LAB AND

KIDSMAKERS STEM COLLABORATION
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The ultimate goal is to allow students to explore and develop scientific literacy and gain a

deeper understanding to be creative and innovative in a thinking process aimed at solving

real problems in their society.During the course of the year the collaboration between Prac-

Science Lab and Kids-Makers has led to the fronting of two big major projects, the Fab Lab

and the STEM Community Training Projects. The Fab lab project was a project that sprouted

as a result of a Chevron STEM education award won by Prac-Science Lab to be used to

support the teaching of Synthetic Biology for students between the ages of 11-16 years. The

tuition scope covered under the project for beneficiary students were introduction to 3D

printing (Water Scope), introduction to Genes (Bingo Traits Game), living cells, DNA

extraction, and introduction to synthetic biology. The first phase of the project trained one

hundred and seven (107) basic school students of which Forty-eight (48) are boys and fifty-

nine (59) are girls. In furtherance, STEM Community Training program was a social

intervention initiative project by Kumasi Hive to give back to our communities which was

geared towards the purpose of equipping Primary and Junior High School students in the

neighbouring communities surrounding Kumasi Hive with community and home-based

tuition due to the halt in school activities which prevented students from receiving classroom

teaching and learning because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore Prac-Science Lab in

collaboration with Kids Makers organized this training to equip these young ones with digital

skills as they await the reopening of their schools. Similarly, the initiative saw a successful

training of 60 kids which constituted a total of forty-two (42) boys and eighteen (18) girls in

App development, Scratch Programming, Introduction to simple DIY and other practical

science activities.

/167
C H I L D R E N  T R A I N E D

  90
M A L E  T R A I N E E S

  77
F E M A L E  T R A I N E E S
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5 .DIGITAL FABRICATION FOR JEWELRY

Technological advancement of jewelry making has propelled the need for artisans and jewelry

makers to improve their jewelry making processes in order to parallel with the jewelry

industry trends. In Ghana, jewel makers continue to employ the use of traditional methods,

outmoded tools and equipment for jewel fabrication which is an expensive process yet

inefficient compared to international standards. Limited technical, digital and soft skills,

modern tools and equipment among other needs for jewel making is recognized among

jewelers as their major need to sprout the positive transformation the industry wants to

experience. Thus, the Digital Fabrication for Jewelry Project was launched to assist jewelers

in the Ashanti Region to improve their jewel making capacity, efficiency and productivity

using digital fabrication technology and tools. 
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The backbone of the project was the development of a training curriculum for digital

fabrication which was recognized and approved by KNUST and accredited by COTVET to

meet a standard training material.

The project commenced in August 2019 continued till January 2020 and the jewelers

benefited in training in 3D Modelling, 3D Printing, Laser Cutting, CNC Milling, Jewelry

Finishing and Jewelry Entrepreneurship.

The training was coupled with a practical session where the jewelers had access to a digital

fabrication lab which is setup by Kumasi Hive fully furnished with requisite tools, equipment

and supplies for the trainees to undertake practical and hands-on digital fabrication

activities.

19
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J E W E L E R S  T R A I N E D

   18
 M A L E  T R A I N E E S

    1
F E M A L E  T R A I N E E S
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6 .NEIP AND YEA HUMAN CAPITAL

ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAM

Having established herself as a leading business incubation and accelerator in Ashanti Region,

Kumasi Hive partnered with the Youth Employment Agency (YEA) and the National

Entrepreneurship and Innovation Plan (NEIP) to train entrepreneurs across the Region. The

main aim of the project was to equip these entrepreneurs with skills in business model

canvas, team building and management, value proposition and customer relations

management. After an intensive 4-day non-residential training, 201 entrepreneurs were

adequately equipped with business management skills to help accelerate and bolster their

businesses.

 202

 E N T R E P R E N E U R S
T R A I N E D

/103

M A L E  T R A I N E E S

  72
F E M A L E  T R A I N E E S
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The cloth project is a Creativity Group project that was initiated to bridge the gap in digital

fabrication and cloth making. Fractals and African symbols such as the “Adinkra” had recently

been developed digitally using mathematical models and formulas. The project's aim was to

use digital fabrication equipment to bring the 2D models of the african symbols to life to

explore its capacity building potential, commercial feasibility, and its potential in expanding

the African repertoire across the globe.

Three (3) individuals were involved to kickstart the project. The designs were successfully

printed out and embroidered into shirts, which were subsequently sold to interested

individuals in the country and overseas. In total the trial activities yielded 15 shirts

embroidered with african designs, with a net expenditure of 400 GHC and revenue

generation of 750 GHC.There are hopes of revisiting the project, with the prospects of

profitable training sessions organized, STEM education sessions, and commercial gain.

21

7 . CLOTH PROJECT
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8 . WAZIHUB INNOVATION COMPETITION

The Wazihub innovation competition is a 13-week long rapid prototyping with business

validation training session aimed at looking for innovative solutions that are applicable to real

life issues, specifically in the African ecosystem. The innovations were to be technical in

nature and fall within the fields of Agriculture, Logistics and Transportation, Industry,

Environment and Energy, and Smart city and Home. The competition commenced on 18th

June, 2020 and ended on 30th September 2020.
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The main competition commenced in
four (4) phases; prototyping, data
connectivity, application development
and business validation, and lasted for a
period of 14 weeks instead of the initially
planned 13 weeks.
The competition was concluded on the
30th of September 2020, however, the
winners of the competition was officially
announced on the 27th October 2020.

The competition began with the opening
of applications with the existing
WAZIHUB consortium. Partner countries
within the consortium are Kenya,
Uganda, Ghana, Tanzania, Senegal and
South Africa.
At the end of the three (3) week
application period, 5 teams were
selected from the total of 15 that applied
in Ghana to join the competition at
Kumasi Hive.
Again, out of the five teams selected to
participate in the competition, it is
worth noting that two (2); Farmsens and
Smart sanitation solutions were startups
from Kumasi Hive’s previous IoT and
boot camps.

23

Activities
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Members: Favor Ozichukwu Nma and
Godwin Mensah About: Waziup cloud
enabled system that helps mushroom
farmers to monitor and control  ambient
conditions from the early stages to harvest.

Members: Benedict Adu, Reginald Nyarko
and Hickman Mohammed About: Waziup
Cloud enables simple internet of things
smart and safe home technologies that give
you control of your home whether or not
you are physically present.

Two (2) teams from the five (5) that were presented by Kumasi Hive to represent
WAZIHUB Ghana emerged the overall winners of the competition. The two teams were;

Team HAB1 . 2 . Eden Labs

 Impact

S T A R T U P S
P R E S E N T E D

S T A R T U P S  W O N  T H E
U L T I M A T E  P R I Z E S

5 2
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The Pathways to Sustainable Employment (PaSE), an intervention by the Ghana Tech Lab is a

locally facilitated model that leverages a distributed network of hubs across Ghana to deliver

integrated entrepreneurship support (skills-building, seed funding, incubation, acceleration),

with a view to building a pipeline of investment-ready firms (more than 70% women-led

firms) and linking young people to employment opportunities.

The purpose of the PaSE program is to provide sustainable jobs for young people in Ghana 

1. Access to Quality Skills Training (Skills Building Intervention)

2. Business Development Support (Business Development Intervention)

3. Access to Employment Opportunities and Linkages (Employment Intervention)

4. Ecosystem Coordination (Ecosystem Coordination Intervention)

25

9 . THE PATHWAYS TO SUSTAINABLE

EMPLOYMENT (PASE) PROJECT
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The Pathways to Sustainable Employment (PaSE), an intervention by the Ghana Tech Lab is a

locally facilitated model that leverages a distributed network of hubs across Ghana to deliver

integrated entrepreneurship support (skills-building, seed funding, incubation, acceleration),

with a view to building a pipeline of investment-ready firms (more than 70% women-led

firms) and linking young people to employment opportunities.

The purpose of the PaSE program is to provide sustainable jobs for young people in Ghana 

1. Access to Quality Skills Training (Skills Building Intervention)

2. Business Development Support (Business Development Intervention)

3. Access to Employment Opportunities and Linkages (Employment Intervention)

4. Ecosystem Coordination (Ecosystem Coordination Intervention)

As one of the hubs implementing the project across the different regions in Ghana, Kumasi

Hive from June 2020 to December 2020 implemented a series of activities under the project.

Employing the human and material resources that abound at the Hive, a team of eight (8)

staff from operations, finance, research, community and the software teams were assembled

to lead the project at Kumasi Hive.

The PaSE project began with an ecosystem mapping to understand the use of web

technology in the Kumasi ecosystem. To better understand the ecosystem, organizations

were classified under five (5) pillars, namely; Human Capital, Support, Market, Finance and

media. Qualitative data was collected from some organizations under each pillar about how

they employ web technology in their activities, their challenges and the opportunities that

exist. This was the first activity to understand the challenges and opportunities that exist for

web technology in the Kumasi ecosystem.

Summary of Activities
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TA local consultative stakeholder’s  engagement was subsequently organized by Kumasi Hive

to build consensus on the role of web technology in creating sustainable employment for the

youth in the ecosystem. The engagement brought together the various stakeholders from the

ecosystem mapping, to deliberate on the “The role of Web Technology for Digital

transformation of the Local economy for Job creation and Economic Development”. This set

the premise for the recruitment and training of some 30 young men and ladies in full stack

web development.The recruitment process for the web development training commenced

after the stakeholders’ engagement, to give the opportunity to young men and women who

were interested in acquiring skills in Web Technology to apply for the training. The

successful applicants which consisted of both men and women were enrolled in a six-week

training in Web Development to equip and develop them into full-stack web developers. At

the end of the training, participants were aided by the facilitators to form teams, and through

the design thinking process, developed their ideas into viable products for the Local Startup

Investment Pitch Summit (LSIPS). The LSIPS gave the trainees the opportunity to pitch their

ideas to prospective investors and employers.

Based on performance at the LSIPS and continuous assessment from the training, trainees

were selected to either participate in a two-month internship with industrial partners, or 10-

weeks incubation. A total of 21 trainees were assigned to companies in different sectors to

utilize the skills they acquired from the 6 weeks training, whilst two teams; made up of 4

trainees were enrolled in the incubation program to develop their ideas into business

startups.The Internship program, which was christened “employability” under the project was

concluded with the Regional Job fair, which was organized in partnership with Women’s

Haven Africa in Kumasi. The Job fair was attended by the interns as well as the general public

and employers across the Region.
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Also, the two teams that were enrolled in the incubation program were developed into

startups at the end of the 10 weeks, with some traction. As part of the activities to help them

gain insight into the startup journey, a startup meetup was organized to bring them together

with some startups in the Kumasi Hive community, to share their experiences and challenges

with them. Finally, the local pitch competition was organized to select one startup to

represent Kumasi Hive at the National Startup Summit organized by the Ghana Tech Lab in

Accra on the 17th December 2020. This climaxed the activities of the first phase of the

Pathways to Sustainable Employment (PaSE) project.At the National Startup Summit, Kumasi

was adjudged the “ Best Incubation Hub”, “Best Employability Hub”, and “Best Ecosystem

Hub”. These milestones were achieved as a result of the commitment and relentless effort to

remain the leading hub in tech innovation and business development as well as in the rapid

prototyping of ideas and support to startups in the country. The Ghana Ladies in Tech (GLiT),

an initiative under the PaSE project also carried out some activities to further enhance the

involvement of women in the tech space. Notable among their activities were the “Ghana

Ladies in Tech Meetup” and the breast cancer awareness campaign.

0 10 20 30

Recruited for training 

Completed training 

Incubatees 

Interns 

Completed Internship 
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Impact

MALE                                            FEMALE

S T A R T U P S
P R O D U C E D2
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Over the years, Kumasi Hive has struggled with the challenge of tracking the progress of

startups and entrepreneurs who have passed through our incubation and acceleration

programs. This was partly due to the lack of an exit program to keep together these startups

when they are done with their training.The Startups and Mentors Community was conceived

to mobilize and grow a community of business startups who have been one way or another

been supported or trained by Kumasi Hive, as well as other startups in the ecosystem who

are interested in joining the community.

29

10 . STARTUPS AND MENTORS AND

FACILITATORS COMMUNITY
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It however became imperative that a community of mentors and facilitators be put together

in the community to support and provide mentorship for the startups in the community.

These mentors were to come from different industries and sectors with diverse expectations,

who are willing to volunteer their time and resources to help grow the community. A call for

application was sent out from the team to the general public to be part of our Startup

Community. At the end of the two months application period, a total of 100 startups and 26

mentors applied. The applications were subsequently reviewed, accepted and enrolled into

the community. A whatsapp group was created to bring together the startups, with plans

underway to engage the community accordingly.

30

Impact

 100

S T A R T U P S  E N R O L L E D

26

M E N T O R S  E N R O L L E D
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10 . NBSSI TRAINING AND INCUBATION

Over the years, Kumasi Hive has struggled with the challenge of tracking the progress of

startups and entrepreneurs who have passed through our incubation and acceleration

programs. This was partly due to the lack of an exit program to keep together these startups

when they are done with their training.The Startups and Mentors Community was conceived

to mobilize and grow a community of business startups who have been one way or another

been supported or trained by Kumasi Hive, as well as other startups in the ecosystem who

are interested in joining the community.IIn December 2019, NBSSI signed a partnership

agreement with Mastercard Foundation on a three-year Youth Entrepreneurship and

Employment Program (YEEP) under the Young Africa Works (YAW) Program. The partnership

seeks to unlock opportunities for youth employment in Ghana to create access for dignified

work for 39,000 youth in Ghana in Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs) of

which seventy percent of the beneficiaries will be young women. Kumasi Hive became an

implementing partner towards the actualization of the objective of this project to provide

business incubation training for the beneficiary startups on the project. For the training

phase, Kumasi Hive was assigned 3 districts in the Ashanti Region namely; Asante Akyem,

Asokore Mampong and Sekyere East. The training took place in the mentioned districts

concurrently, first 3 days was used for incubation training and another 3 days was used to

run a pitching session and a total turnout of 232 males and 225 females constituting 51% and

49% respectively were trained in all the 3 districts.
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The Boosting Green Employment and Enterprise Opportunities in Ghana (GrEEn) project is

afour-year project funded by the European Union through its Emergency Trust Fund (EUTF)

for Africa,GrEEn is being implemented by SNV Netherlands Development Organisation and

the UnitedNations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) through hubs in the Ashanti and

Western Regions of Ghana.With the overall objective of contributing to addressing the root

causes of irregular migration bysupporting sustainable and climate resilient local economies

through the creation of green jobsand promoting development in regions of departure,

transit and return for migrants, GrEEn istargeted at women, youth, returnees and Micro,

Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs).
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10 . The SNV GrEEn Project
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A call for application was sent out from the team to the general public to be part of our

Startup Community. At the end of the two months application period, a total of 100 startups

and 26 mentors applied. The applications were subsequently reviewed, accepted and enrolled

into the community. A whatsapp group was created to bring together the startups, with plans

underway to engage the community accordingly.

The three (3) specific objectives of the GrEEn project are:To support the transition of local

economies to green and climate resilient development.To improve the employability and

entrepreneurship capabilities of selected people bymatching them with market opportunities

and mentoring into (self-)employment andenterprise development, with a focus on green and

climate resilient local economies.To create and strengthen local ecosystems that support

youth (self-)employment and thegrowth of Micro, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

(MSMEs).As a Tech hub with rich experience in business incubation and acceleration, Kumasi

Hive was selected to partner with SNV to provide incubation and acceleration services to

green businesses to make them profitable and environmentally resilient. Prior to the

incubation program that will commence in 2021, some activities were untaken to build the

capacity of the project staff, and also create awareness about the project for businesses to

apply.To start with, a one-week training of trainers (ToT) was organized by the SNV

Netherlands for Business Leads, Monitoring and Evaluation leads and hub Managers twice to

bring them up to speed on the dynamics of incubating GrEEn businesses.Again, two members

from the finance team working on the project attended a one-day capacity building training

on financial reporting on the GrEEn project, which was organized by the SNV Netherlands.

Also, there were a series of webinars and information sessions organized by the SNV

Netherlands to apprise the project team for the effective and smooth running of the project.
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In the process of recruiting qualified GrEEn businesses for the first cohort of the program,

sensitization and awareness campaigns were organized by Kumasi Hive in collaboration with

with the SNV Netherlands in the Sekyere Afram Plains and Sekyere Kumawu Districts of the

Ashanti Region.The project was wrapped up for the year with the closing of applications and

shortlisting of successful applicants subsequently, in anticipation of a mini-launch and full

implementation of the project in January 2021.
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Impact
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10 . UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL

DEVELOPMENT FUND (UNCDF)

CROWDFUNDING PROJECT

As part of the broader “Boosting Green Employment and Enterprise Opportunities in Ghana –

(GrEEn)” being implemented by the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) and

SNV Netherlands Development Organization under the European Union Emergency Trust

Fund (EUTF) for Africa, the UNCDF seeks to test and/or scale up innovative financial services

to accelerate the process of asset accumulation and access to finance for the

creation/expansion of economic opportunities for the beneficiaries. Crowdfunding and peer-

to-peer lending platforms, in particular, offer alternative financing options for youth

entrepreneurs’ access to seed capital now more than ever.
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 With Ghana being the second largest recipient of remittances in Sub-Saharan Africa and

with many young entrepreneurs looking to family and friends for start-up funds for their

businesses, crowdfunding offers the possibility of pooling these funds in a formal structure

and building a financial history which will allow Financial Service Providers (FSPs) to better

engage these entrepreneurs. While sending money from abroad can be at prohibitive costs,

crowdfunding represents a new innovative financing mechanism to channel remittances from

diaspora to local MSMEs: families, friends and investors abroad can easily send funds through

secured platforms to support local entrepreneurs and their daily activities and

businesses.The project started with a consortium of partners namely, Strategic Impact

Advisors, iCode (Western Region), Crowdfrica, and Kumasi Hive (Ashanti Region).  Kumasi

Hive piloted the training and management of a crowdfunding solution (Crowdfrica) for young

entrepreneurs in Ghana’s Ashanti Region to access financing for scaling innovations that

respond to COVID-19 from September 1st to October 23rd, 2020.The pilot project started

with market research in the Ashanti Region to assess the interest in using a crowdfunding

platform for donating and receiving funds, for youth entrepreneurs who are providing

innovative solutions for the fight against COVID-19 in the Ashanti Region of Ghana. The

mixed method approach that involved key informant interviews (KIIs), focus group

discussions (FGDs) and surveys was used to collect data across the region. A total of  thirteen

(13) entrepreneurs were interviewed over a four-week period. The purpose of the pilot was to

test and validate the approach, to enroll entrepreneurs to participate in an 8-week

crowdfunding and business incubation program and upload their campaigns on the

Crowdfrica platform.Subsequent to the research, an entrepreneur training began with 10

participants from different locations within the Ashanti Region. However, only 7 of the

entrepreneurs completed the training as 3 of the entrepreneurs left the program because

they did not believe the effort required in marketing the campaign was worth unguaranteed

funding.
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Impact
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This project involves leveraging the use of nanostructures, nanofabrication, light

concentration, and cooling system technology to increase the absorption of light and also

increase photovoltaic power generation. The purpose of the project is to design and fabricate

a nano photovoltaic panel (Multijunction solar panel) with a cooling system to optimize solar

energy utilization for electricity generation. Some research areas tied to this project that has

been completed include research on nano-material and nanofabrication technique

application in photovoltaic, design of multijunction solar panel and design of cooling system.

Due to the broad scope of the research project partnership has been secured with two

KNUST lecturers from the department of chemical and materials engineering and the first

meeting has been held. Next milestone is to build and test the designing of the cooling

system for conventional solar panels as a step to improve its efficiency.
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11 . THE NANOTECHNOLOGY PROJECT
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The Africa Makerspace Gathering, a signature program of the Africa Makerspace Network

serves the purpose of increasing inter-makerspace collaboration. The event saw its 2nd

edition on the 26th and 27th November, 2020. The event was a hybrid one thus, participants

from across the world joined virtually via zoom and participants joined physically at 6 centers

in 5 countries in Africa. The event had one host center in Ghana, Kenya, Zimbabwe, Cote

D’Ivoire and two centers in Nigeria.The total number of participants who joined virtually on

26th and 27th November, 2020 were 81 and 69 respectively. The total number of participants

who attended the event physically at our centers on both days were 74 and 62 respectively.

The 2nd Edition was centered on the theme: The Role of African Makerspaces in Addressing

COVID-19.
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1 . AFRICA MAKERSPACE GATHERING 2020

EVENTS
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Impact
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The Ghana Ladies in Tech is an initiative under the PaSE Program to bring young ladies  who

have in one way or other participated in STEM related programs or training and are using it

to solve  societal problems. Ladies who have participated in training at Kumasi  Hive under

the Bridge the Gap initiative, either in  Internet of Things (IoT),  Robotics, Web Development

or 3D Printing. The Community Meetup which happened on the 12th December 2020 at the

Kumasi City Mall under the theme “Business Goal Setting”, brought together these ladies to

discuss the progress of their career path and the way forward, and also to understand how

the training programs have helped them in deciding their career path and the challenges

associated with it.Madam Naomi Kokuro, CEO of Kaya App was the main resource person for

the program with support from Mr. Isaac Afenu of Oze App. The resource person shared her

experience as a lady in Tech; the ups and downs, especially in this period of COVID-19.
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2 . GHANA LADIES IN TECH COMMUNITY

MEETUP
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In her presentation, she admonished the ladies to pay attention to what she called “ the 5Ps”

Passion, Planning, Preparation, Perseverance, Profitability), mentioning that Passion what you

need as an entrepreneur to begin the journey, yet it will not be enough to sustain you if you

do not plan and prepare for the journey. Again, she mentioned that challenges are bound to

come the way of the lady in Tech, especially in a world that is naturally tilted towards men,

therefore perseverance will be the fuel that will help you sail through the challenges to

become profitabile and impactful.The ladies took turns to share their experiences and

challenges, as well as the opportunities they see ahead of them in the field of Tech. According

to many of the ladies, they require further training in entrepreneurship and digital skills to

consolidate their expertise to become successful in what they do.The meeting was closed

with remarks from Mr. Isaac Afenu of Oze App and Ebenezer Abankwa of Kumasi Hive on

Business Accounting and Research respectively.

S T U D E N T S
T R A I N E D

22

Ladies
81.8%

Men
18.2%
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On the 28th of October, Kumasi Hive in partnership with Ghana Ladies in Tech and Peace and

Love Hospital organized its first breast screening exercise and awareness creation for the

Kentinkrono community, Kumasi Hive staff, and members of Ghana Ladies in Tech at the

event space of Kumasi Hive. The Peace and Love team was led by Madam Afriyie who is the

head of the Breast Care Foundation, a foundation under the Peace and Love Hospital. The

activity started with the teamtaking the participants through an introduction and why the

month of October has been set aside for the awareness creation of Breast Cancer. Among the

team from Peace and Love Hospital were some survivors of breast cancer who shared their

cancer journey with the team and educated us on the benefits of early detection of breast

cancer.
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3 . BREAST SCREENING EXERCISE AT

KUMASI HIVE

Impact
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Kumasi Hive had the privilege to have some of its female staff to grace the 5th International

Women’s Day organized by RADComm, in partnership with the Anita Erskine Media, and the

Ministry of Communication. The International Women’s Day celebration was focused on

women and girls in STEM and is using the skills acquired to solve problems in our societies

and also empowering other young women and girls. The STEM WOMAN PROJECT is the first

of its kind organized by RADComm and seeks to create a platform where girls who are

pursuing studies in STEM and others who are considering it, to have life changing

conversations with women who have not only blazed the trail in STEM but who have

successfully exhibited a keen interest in sharing their success stories. 
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3 . THE STEM WOMAN PROJECT 2020 -

ACCRA DIGITAL CENTER
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Over 500 girls from High schools across Ghana and over 300 women from various tertiary

institutions, organizations and groups were in attendance for the program to listen, and

share growth experiences together at the launch of the project. The Director from the

Ministry of Communication, Mrs. Magdalene Ewurasi Apenteng, briefed the gathering on how

the Ministry is currently empowering young girls through the STEM programs and how they

are catching up fast with technology. She also mentioned that the ministry organized the

MISS GiG competition early in the year and the winning girls are currently undergoing

training at the Ghana Tech Lab and will be representing the country Miss GiG competition

abroad. During focus group discussions, Kumasi Hive had the opportunity to share what we

do as an organization and also educate the girls on the importance of STEM, and why it was

not too late to move to STEM. Other coaches also shared their experiences and challenges on

STEM, and how in a way it has been the best decision they ever made.

500+
G I R L S  F R O M  H I G H  S C H O O L S
A C C R O S S  G H A N A

300+
W O M E N  F R O M  V A R I O U S
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O R G A N I Z A T I O N S  A N D
G R O U P S

Impact
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HIVE  ACHIEVEMENTS

46

Best Incubation Hub                  2. Best Employability Hub                 3. Best Ecosystem Hub

Kumasi Hive wins three awards at the Ghana Startup Summit 2020:

1.

Kumasi Hive’s
initiative Bridge the
Gap received an
Honorary mention by
Fast company

1 . HONORARY MENTION BY

FASTCOMPANY

2 . THREE AWARDS AT THE GHANA

STARTUP SUMMIT 2020
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Eden Labs (Favor Ozichukwu Nma and

Godwin Mensah): Waziup cloud enabled

system that helps mushroom farmers to

monitor and control ambient conditions

from the early stages to harvest.

Team HAB (Benedict Adu, Reginald

Nyarko and Hickman Mohammed): 

 Waziup Cloud enables simple internet

of things smart and safe home

technologies that give you control of

your home whether or not you are

physically present.

Eden Labs

Team HAB

3 . KUMASI HIVE WINS THE ULTIMATE

PRIZE AT THE WAZIHUB COMPETITION
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STAFF  CAPACITY  BUILDING

THROUGH  PUBLIC  SPEAKING

48

Staff development and capacity building is an integral approach towards the success of every

institution, Kumasi Hive therefore gave its staff the opportunity to hold an internal public

speaking forum session which saw the participation of all 41 staff. The objective of the

training was to sharpen the public speaking skills of Kumasi Hive staff. Some topics on which

presentations were made were, The Winning Team, Body Odor, Public Speaking, The Cave

Theory, How to Write a Professional Email, Branding, Change, Dressing, Workplace Romance

among many other topics that were presented on. Albeit the purpose of the training was

centered on the content of the presentations, some were very educative in terms of health

and others brought so much excitement as they reminded us of some early childhood games

and our cultural heritage. Some key takeaways from the public speaking were one ensuring

good appearance during presentations, one should not have a monotonous tone during

presentations, engaging audience is important during presentations, maintaining eye contact

with audience while talking, capturing the attention of audience and controlling their

reactions, finally, text content of presentation slides should be less. This staff development

through public speaking was successful and enjoyed by all staff and more of such

development training are being looked forward for in the coming year.
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THE  HIVETRIBE  PODCAST
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The Manager and Human Resource Officer conducted the first ever staff performance

assessment for all working staff which spanned over two and half month period from

September to November 2020 due to the staff size and also the intermittent halt in the

exercise during the review due to the pressing attention needed by some key project events.

The assessment was focused on providing employees with feedback to improve or maintain

job performance and to identify areas for employee development. The success or failure of

an organization depends on the quality of their human resource, well trained and highly

developed employees are considered as a cornerstone for such success. The inferences

drawn from conducting the assessment was the urgent need for developing staff capacity

through soft skills training programs to enable staff enhance their skills and upgrade their

knowledge to parallel with the current ever-changing dynamics of our organization, partners

interest and competition from other hubs.Employee skills training will ensure employees are

prepared with the right sort of aptitudes, information and capabilities to carry out their

allocated responsibilities to make a massive impact for the organization through becoming

more efficiently productive. The prompts need to constantly upgrade employee skills and

knowledge will improve positive work-related attitudes and competences of employees to

improve their performance; to help people grow within the organization in order for the

organization to meet its future human resource needs.
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Looking ahead to 2021 with excitement amidst the pressures that 2020 has brought. Kumasi

Hive will continue to be an active contributor of the hub and business ecosystems in Kumasi

thoughtfully engaging our communities to create impact. To help us achieve this goal, we

will revamp our existing projects and initiatives. As part of this goal, we will launch new

projects or activities that will enhance and promote existing and new collaborations. During

2020 Kumasi Hive will also continue to focus on its goal of providing digital and

entrepreneurship skills to people in our communities. We will seek to deepen relationships

with existing funding partners and identify and engage new funders that are aligns with

Kumasi Hive’s mission, at the same time as ensuring that we continue to have the right

people and structures in place to succeed in our mission.

LOOKING  AHEAD
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PARTNERS
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PARTNERS
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